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Gwen Endrizzi, born in 1917, has been a model citizen, a friend and to many of us, the grandmother we never had.

When asked how many kids she has babysat so far, she replied, "probably over three quarters of the kids in Leavenworth." To this day, no matter how old her kids are, they still give her a hug every time they see her.

On top of her many kids during the day, Grandma Gwen has been able to keep up her very own large family. Married to Chester Endrizzi until he passed away in 1998, they had 9 kids, 22 grandkids, and 33 great grandkids, you, yet, she still finds love and compassion for us all. Kids keep her young, leaving no room for pain, but plenty for love.

We asked Grandma Gwen what some of her favorite memories were and the list will never stop. Just to name a few: Kimmy Rayfield and Charlie Fritz cutting up the Barbie clothes and hair. A whole group of kids going over to the neighbors house and stealing candy while dangling their feet in the pool. Alyson Peck refusing to say "May I please be excused?" and sitting there for hours while her dad just waited her out.

Conrad Larnard's prosthetic leg stuck in the elastic of his sweat as he comes dragging it toward her. Marney McGregor stealing toys and then blaming her brother Ty.

We all remember the games and tricks we played on each other. We remember that every time our full name was pronounced, we were in big trouble. Looking back now, we learned to take care of each other and we learned plenty of discipline. The 'Big Rock' doesn't look so big any more. And there are probably rolled up socks still out behind were the trampoline used to be. These were the best of times. All of us are her grandkids and she is our Grandma. Thank you, Grandma Gwen, for taking a town full of "rotten little monsters", and turning us into a family.
Right: History Teacher, Mr. Gledhill wonders if his class will ever get their journals in on time.

down Far Right: Coach of the year Jack McMillan is excited to celebrate another win for the Kodiaks!
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The Kodiak
Staff
Rocks!

Above: Mr. Dillhoff knows whos number one, his pen.

Right: Mr. Reike seems to the entire valley during Chilly Willy Week.
Administrators

Good is the Enemy of Great!
-Wad

Principal: Bill Wadlington
Vice Principal: Lamoin Merkley

School Board

Top Row L to R: Mike McComas, Mark Lyons, Kelly O'Brien
Bottom Row L to R: Teddy Reihe, Diane Carson, Lindsey Camp.
Right: Officer Johnson and Mr. Hammerberg show the upside of being apart of Cascade.

Below Right: Bunny Baird, Tresha Disher, Julie Rayson, and Julie Conely, the women who feed us each and every day.

Below: History teachers Mr. Gladhill and Mr. Daley discuss student behavior with Dr. Merkley between classes.

Above: Esther Christian, Tammy Murphy, and Measha Smith hang out in Mr. Dillhoff's room in what little free time they have.

Right: Shop teacher Russ Schauer sharpens a blade for an eager student.

6 Faculty
Below Left: Jenny Cage and Jennifer Ramsey hold back their smiles from the camera.

Below: Jessica Jimenez, Cindy Guzman, Veronica Vasquez, and Reyna Brito work during one of the Discovery classes.

Top Row L to R: Me Johnson, Lars Pelley, Chance Erickson, Ashley Cano, Kristaena Ingraham, Jenny Cage, Casandra Landis, Jennifer Ramsey, Josh Emmons, Vincente Ceja, Jeremy Melcher, and David Alvarez. Front Row L to R: Rafael Sanchez, Cindy Guzman, Veronica Vazquez, Reyna Brito, Jessica Jimenez, Ramon Avila, Carol Dreas, and Miguel Rodriguez.
Right: Jenny Gage take the opportunity to check out some of the Salmon Eggs out at the Hatchery.

Below: Jessica Jimenez and Cindy Guzman are focused intently while playing a game.

Above: Jessica Jimenez is hard at work coloring a picture.

Right: Lars Pelley and Alex Miller assist packing cases during the Salmon Festival.
Left: Reyna Brito and Veronica Vasquez love to go work out at Club West.

Below: During the morning meeting, Mr. Johnson takes attendance, plans for the day and gets the students talking about current events.

Above: Chance Erickson teaches Kids in the Creek at last years Salmon Festival.

Left: Vincente Ceja takes time away from his senior project to strike a pose for the camera.
Right: Senior Brian Stanford goes over the basic EMT equipment during his senior project presentation.

Below: Junior Tyler Meuwet winds up his mouse trap car for the sprint.

Above: A few Freshman Boys begin to cut a piece of plywood with Eli Vinji supervising.

Right: Senior’s Alma Sanchez, and Marca Marwilla take the time out of the busy day to enjoy their lunch.

Right: Senior Leslie Hamstreet helps out her class during homecoming week by taking to the vacuum.
Left: Senior Ryan Callahan gets up close and personal with the cat that he is in the middle of dissecting.

Below: Science classes here at Cascade are very hands on as Senior Jessica Ramsey shows with this picture.

Above: Sophomore Sarah Howe occasionally likes to cruise the milk aisle as Safeway.

Left: Friday afternoon is always fun, either because you get to go home or to an assembly.
Right: Junior Mackenzie Ballard mumbles to herself while sanding, "What on earth am I making?"

Below: Freshman Tye Daughtery knows what the ladies want, wait no actually he doesn't.

Above: Some Senior Guys hang out during one of Cascades interesting fire drills.

Right: Kaleen Johnson and Alex Martin take time away from their wood pictures to strike a pose.
Above Left: Senior Nick Tidwell takes the opportunity to try out Leslie Hamstreet's senior project: a great big purple chair.

Above Right: Senior Dax Anderson knows how to get the crowd's attention by whispering softly down the hall.

Left: Senior Jon Vetter watches as his record setting car gets going across the gym.

Left: Senior Mathew Rise presents his Senior project, a remodeled car fit for only one thing: The Wannabees Super Oval this next summer.
Right: Senior Stacy Smith gives his presentation portion of his Senior Project.

Below: Tamara McClean and Erika Bland give off a laugh.

Above: Senior T.R. Darveau lays down the law with the underclassmen.

Right: Another day in the crazy hallways of Cascade High.
**Left:** The guys in P.E. can find any time to play hacky.

**Below:** According to seniors Chloe Couches’ and Lindsey Kelley, it’s always “Friends before boys.”

**Above:** Junior Natalie Converse stares into the future of a Super Star.

**Left:** Senior Kelsey Powers tries to find out how many licks it takes to get to the center of a lollipop.

**Left:** Senior Jared Arnold WILL be the next All American.
Right: Junior Tyler Mezvot and Freshman Catie Hills try to act like they are working hard but when it comes down to it, they aren’t.

Below: Two jailbirds Freshman Stephanie Hooper, and Alicia DePaz wonder how much jailtime it would be to steal a coke.

Above: Freshman Jeremy Faulconer loves the taste of Cheetos and Whip Cream, dont you?

Right: Freshman Tye Daugherty gets his groove on during Chilly Willy Week.
Left: Sophomores Max Kyllonen and Seth Burlando challenge their minds to a game of Chess.

Below: Senior Amy Krous asks Juniors Ashley Wait and Kristina Espinosa blueberry or cheese?

Above: Senior Sara Smart tries to gather as much cheetos on her whip cream covered face during a pep assembly.

Left: Juniors Michael Darlington, Tyler Straight, Caitlin McComas, and CJ Garcia all try to get up close and personal during Science.
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Right: Senior Sara Smart gears up for one of the first days of practice for track.

Below: Junior DJ McCraken shows off his runnin' legs for the camera.

Above: Freshman Summer Hall, and Junior Sheena Davenport love kickin' it with Senior Whitney Coffin in the halls of Cascade.

Right: Gustavo Gutierrez, Arnold Tobon, Ricardo Vasquez always make sure to throw their trash in the garbage can.
Above: Ty Daugherty keeps such a low profile in freshman history.

Left: Freshman Brianna Frank, Kimberlee Gooton and Paulinne Anaya show school spirit no matter what sport, event or just because they love school.
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Freshman 19
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Above: Out of all the freshman boys, Colten Davenport is the only one caught in the headlights of high school.

Above Right: Lauren Hills, Alexandra Ulinke and Gwenna Carrie "just keep smiling" during class lectures.

Right: Ivan Santiago somehow finds time out of his busy schedule to do his favorite pose for the camera.
Sophomores

Above: Sophomores Jared Smith, Brandy Isadore and Devon Petit work hard in Mr. Riske's Zoology class.

Left: Junior's Lucas Heuer, Charles Bauman, Alex Gauski, Bryan Whaley, Adam Pingle hang out at lunch.
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Below: Darcy Murphy, Elisa Head and Brandon Knell work hard on those magazines.


Right: Paige Reister and Lauren Hills check out that old shoe
Above Right: Ryan Anderson flaps his hand at poker on the last day of art.

Above: Bored Dvin Meloy is caught in the headlights.

26 Sophomore
Left: Brady Stover and Ryan Anderson have some laughs during shop class.

Below Left: Roxanne Rosenau tries to think "Now where did I put my notebook?"

Below: Emily Praye points out one of Carrera Caspers best features, her cute little nose.

Above: Rita Alway acts interested while Ivory Avila finishes her assignment.

Left: Darcy Murphy dreams if its really worth it to get up so early for Drivers Ed.
For Right: Madeline Praye just keeps reminding herself that she loves school, loves school, loves school.

Right: Ben West was for the first time caught on camera doing absolutely nothing again.

Below: Alyson Peck and Cassie Meckley enjoy those slacker classes.
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3 Years Down 1 to go.

Above: Jared Daugherty, dazed and confused.

Right: Caitlyn Evans and Caitlin McComas show their style of "hanging out".
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30 Juniors

Below: J.T. Stanton's future was so bright he had to wear sunglasses "Yeah Right" says Jordan Birkland.

Left: C.J. Garza stops mid-workout to check his reflection while lifting weights.
Above: Pete Wilcox, sportin’ the Bob Marley dreads in 2004.

Above Right: Heather Kranz and Alexis Darling love spending quality time on their work. “Wink.”

Right: Lucas Heuer demonstrates perfect form while keyboarding.

Left: Jessie Fishburn gives up hope of ever being able to fit into one of those lockers.

Left: Richard Faria laughs at how simple minded our computers are.

Below: Megan Smithson and Layla Diamillo use each other for comfort through the hardship of the student store.
Class of 2004

We met as individuals, but fused as one.
John R. Allen
The passion of the protege’ is the result of the pursuit of the mentor. Thanks be to God.

John V. Anderson
This is where the cowboy rides away . . .
Cowboy up!
ZF RC DM LD DK NT IK MR

Jared D. Arnold
Let your dreams devour your life, not your life devour your dreams.

Lindsey M. Bailey
The essential thing is not to have conquered, but to have fought well.
- Baron Pierre De Coubertin

Amy L. Baumann
“Life is too short, so love the one you got, cuz’ ya’ might get shot.”
- Sublime
“BBC. and 26K for life!”

Dax E. Anderson
Where has the world gone to when common sense just isn’t so common? Don’t let is end like this, tell them I said something.
-Pancho Villa’s last words.

Sabina Armstrong
Be joyful in hope, patient in affliction, faithful in prayer.
Romans 12:12

Jose Ramon Avila

Ashlee L. Bauldree
Happiness is nothing more than good health and bad memories, so live it up and always have fun!
TSMGAGBLMSJWKFEM

Rita L. Bennett
Christopher Betz
A candle loses none of its light by lighting other candles.

Jessica E. Bland
U gotta cote with the punches
U gotta bend when the wind blows
U live U learn
U crush and burn
It’s hit or miss.

Brooke R. Booth
When everything is made to be broken, I just want you to know who I am.
Thanx for the memories
MFBDABCVMGBGWBLDP20

Spencer C. Bosket
Time flies like arrows,
Fruit flies like bananas.

Noralva Briseno
Laugh as if life’s a joke
and dance as if no one’s looking. LGVVRBBOCG
MBRAGAMERJWPB
My girlz.

Paul C. Bibbee
The fear of the Lord is the beginning of knowledge!
- Proverbs 17

Adam N. Bloom
While it’s true you’ve not a salmon,
there’s really no reason you shouldn’t at least try swimming up river to spawn.

Katheryn E. Borg
“I don’t suffer from insanity; I enjoy every minute of it.”

Kelsey K. Bradburn
Tell the grave digger, when he digs my grave, to dig it shallow so I can feel the rain.
- DMB

Renya Brito
Love is the key to your dreams. Brown by nature, proud by choice. Con respecto y amor, mom,
EBBujMPVBNBCGDJJ
ACSRACRSAC

Seniors 35  "Anders 37"
Jordan M. Folden
Ignorance is something you can't overcome, but you pass it on down and that's something much worse. -Dropkick Murphys

Mindy M. Foust
Boys come and go, but friends last 4 ever. When worst comes to worst, my girls come first! "TOFTG BBMKGPLDKMNWBUDAP20

Kaitlyn M. Fritz
It does not do to dwell on dreams, and forget to live. -A. Dumbledore
HP1 Love to LLHLJLHAD and Bear
Game on!

Hayley Gibbs
I can't say goodbye to those I have grown to love for the memories we have made will last a lifetime. I love you MDMEH and all my friends.

Sarah R. Girard
The hardest thing in life to do is watch the one you love, love someone else. Love to all my fat girls' CCCCHGHFTMJCMGAK

Matt L. Folden
"Even though all of us try to wear black, there will only ever be one Man in Black." R.I.P. Johnny Cash
Inked Skulls 4 ever

Zach K. Fowler
Though we might say it to you every now and then, we ain't wrong, we ain't sorry, and it's probably gonna happen again! KRKCJA

Paul Fuller
The only thing necessary for the triumph of evil is for good men to do nothing. -Edmund Burke

Glen Gilmore

Abraham Gonzalez-Martine
"Forgive your enemies, but never forget their names."
AMDCMRSRSAJTRLSAS LGCGJTRRIOAMNBFBRHCR OSVVBJSIMREGMHBGMC
Chris Gronlund

Erika Guerrero
"You only live life once, but if you live it to the fullest, once is enough." Low G. Sempre chillin - Luv U All: JSTSMRVGMSNBMS & JLR

Leslie A. Hamstreet
Life is a great big canvas, and you should throw all the paint on it you can.
-Danny Kaye
Come on!

Deon B. Heeren
I will sing at the top of my lungs, I will dance even if I'm the only one.

John R. Hensley
Knowledge results from interest, interest results from challenge. MP KS ZF AM KRSSJYCBDKRCKB "Peace 12"

Mitchelle Gronlund
Only God will judge me for I will make no more mistakes. This is for those who wouldn't give me the chance to make it.

Cindy Guzman

Emily E. Harbury
"Don't just do something, stand there."
Remember BMCM

Lexie L. Hendrickson
Sing like no one can hear you, dance like no one's watching. Find out who you are and do it on purpose. Love to my girls - LLJCFADLHJB mom & dad.
Come on!

Gabriella Herrera Rojas
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Tyler A. Hills

Don't worry, life is good.
HF and everyone else

Tiffany Houtchens

Zach M. Horner

If your parents didn't have
kids, chances are you won't
either.

Rosario Y. Hurtado

Where I was born and where and
how I have lived is unimportant. It
is what I have done with where I
have been that should be of inter-
est. Georgia O'Keeffe
Gracias CG AM JT RS MH PL

Kristeena Ingraham

To my friends these times
were the greatest. Love ya
all: WSTJCCJRTBLSFSC
SCJJIEACGWCMMLMB
TSABNW

Lillian C. Jones

Live as if you were to die
tomorrow, learn as if you
were to live forever. Love to
LH CF KS BT JJ LH
Game on!

Brie Key-Darlington

I am not afraid of tomorrow,
for I have seen yesterday
and I love today. Much lov;
"BBC" BBKJARJWMFSSSB
"Giddy up whoo"

Lindsey M. Kelley

If you obey all the rules
you miss all the fun! I'll
stop the world and melt
with you . . .
JCKSABUGGCAKSC

Ian M. Kinnear

You must always push the
limits, because if you never
fail, you will never suc-
ceed. Thanks for the good
times. CKNTMRKRRK
SLBSCMAMAJJA

Amy E. Kraus

The things we have done
and the words we have said
will never amount the things
we will be. I love you PE Love
to my girls: AMCCLKCCKS
SFGHGFKFC
Casandra L. Landis
Live life to the fullest because you will never know what to expect.

Jennifer Lanning
“Look for the sunlight through the clouds”
- Gordon B. Hinkley

Colin MacDonald
True friends will stab you in the front.
- Oscar Wilde

Maria E. Maravilla
With effort and dedication we can achieve our dreams. Never stop trying to reach your goals.

Miguel A. Marron
Find confidence in your heart and let it be your guide. Strive even harder toward your dreams, and they won’t be denied.

Alex D. Martin
“We got no food, we got no jobs, our pets heads are fallin’ off!”
• Yeah •

Alli P. McComas
Friendship is unnecessary, like art or philosophy...it has no survival value; rather it is one of those things that give value to survival.
DMAMRCSBJWAB

Emily G. McCoy
“The most beautiful thing we can experience is the mysterious. It’s the source of all true art and science.”
- Albert Einstein

Josiah M. McGrath
To be is to do. (Socrates)
To do is to be. (Plato)
Do bo do bo do. (Sinatra)

Tamara L. McLean
You never lose by loving, you always lose by holding back. Much, HGHFCCMKLYMCC DNIO and the rest of my people, love ya lots.
Alma Melendrez
Estamos orgullosos de ser Mexicanos por eso ay que demostrar que podemos ser mas chingones.
RHJTCRRSBGVOMROM LSMM

Alex A. Miller
"Just because you're going forward doesn't mean I'm going backwards."
-Lars Fredrickson

Katy N. Molohon
No matter what happens, life goes on, so deal with it and get over it.
AP AM RG MF AB KI AD SM

Brook T. Moore
"My hypocrisy knows no bounds"
-Doc Holiday CCNIZJCMK?

Dash V. Morris
Don't let the troubles in your head, steal to much time. You'll soon be dead.
-Dave Matthews

Ashley R. Murphy
The thing that counts the most in the pursuit of happiness, is choosing the right traveling companion.
-Adrian Anderson -All my love to the BBC BJH

Ioleen D. Oerman
In this bright future you can't forget your past, because it won't last.
-Bob Marley

Kelley A. Orteg
Life is like a rapid. Sometimes you make it through, and other times it sucks you under, but in the long run, it's all good.

Ivan J. Ortiz
Don't gain the world and lose your soul, wisdom is better. Wake up to reality and live.

Maggi M. Peare
Some mistakes are too much fun to make only once.
-Joshua 1:9
Chris Pennington-Bergen
Make the best of yourself, for that is all there is of you.

Isaiah W. Phelps
There is no tomorrow!

Kelsey A. Powers
There are no impossibilities, only limited thoughts. I love you, thanks for the memories. IPKRSSKSTPBP mom, dad LD BBFF TOFTG -GJWHF-

Kimmy A. Rayfield
"Pull over! No it's a cardigan, but thanks for noticing. Yeah killer boots man!" •Mock• ZFKSKPSLDBDHIKNTLR AMEAD -GJWHF-

Marisa Rivera
If you love something, set it free. If it comes back, it was meant to be. Seimpee Chirin: JS TS EG LS NB VG MS IS SA DM MM HE

Jennifer Pflugrath
It is better to have loved then to have never loved at all. I love all of my friends and family!

Michael T. Picchi
What a glorious day, the day I knelt at Jesus’ feet and found his amazing grace and revolutionary love.

Jessica A. Ramsey
"Even castles fall to the ocean eventually."
- Jimi Hendrix NK3G7

Matthew B. Rise
You say Redneck White Trash like it's a bad thing! JD BL NT IK CM ZF JA JF BS

Clara Rodriguez
Long you'll live and high you'll fly. And smiles you'll give and tears you'll cry. Life is not having and getting, but being and becoming. Love to, RHAMMHJGRRJTPLRS
Miguel Rodriguez

Miriam Rodriguez
We can not always control what goes on outside, but we always control what goes on inside.
Rece. - AMIGA

Teresa Saldana

Alma C. Sanchez
"The future just started, and God will assist you in every step of your life." Luchen por sus sueños y no olviden sonreír. A C S M J M H A

Irma D. Sanchez

Rafael Sanchez
Luchen por lo que quieren si estan seguros de lo que seinten. No se deben por bensidos tan facÍmente. C.R

Que viva la raza y que muera el racismo.
AS T8 MR J8 LS E8 LS MM MR

Alberto Sanchez-Bravo

Juana Sandoval
Life is a mirror, give the world your best and the best will reflect back... Sempre Chirin
TSMREGISNBVGLSMSM8A LRDMMHHE

Vive la vida por que es corta viva la por que solo viva la raza

Kristjan Schweizer

Tracy L. Sessions
"Your choice is who you choose to be and if you choose to be alright with me." - Ben Harper
ABMCM5KEAGBLJW

Graduation is one giant step for me, but I'm not done walking.
JH KR KP JE IO BT AM
JK JF EH

44 Seniors
Matt V. Simon
Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes. Then when you do criticize, you're a mile away and have their shoes.

Kasi L. Smith
I don't know what the future holds, but I know who holds the future. Forever, LJLS LK CJ AK TS

Stephen H. Smith

Sara C. Smart
"While climbing the ladder of success, don't let the boys look up your skirt." Thank you LDKRKPRCJHKSCEZF TOFTG GJWHF

Stacy W. Smith
"And so, my fellow Americans: ask not what your country can do for you—ask what you can do for your country." - John F. Kennedy

Andrea St. Vincent
"I don't exist. Tap my head and it sounds like metal. I walk across the sun and I don't cast a shadow." - Brett Anderson Miss u. CSPBEB RBBTBTACMPCMJHCHLB

Brian P. Stanford

Bradley Telquist
Remember September 11th. Always peace out.

Shay L. Thayer
Work as if you don't need the money, love like you've never been hurt, and dance like you do when no one is watching.

Nick Tidwell
'Cause the chicks dig it.
Juan Tobon

Veronica Vasquez
Some people come into our lives and quickly go, some stay for a while and leave foot prints in our hearts and we are never ever the same. Much love to mom.

RBJJNBCGDCGLVFCACAG

Jonathan P. Vetter
It's not the size of the dog in the fight, it's the size of the fight in the dog. You're the best. Thanks for all the memories AD

Chris Wagner
All I have soon teaches me to trust the creator for all I have not seen.
-Ralph Waldo Emerson

Jessica L. West
Sometimes you just got to live life, that's all there is to it! This one's for the girls! KBjBBDMR4AMMB NCF

Nikki M. Whaley
Love doesn't make the two worlds go round; love is what makes the ride worth while. Thanx 4 the memories, luv u guys... MFZFAPCBSSSBDM ABjW "BBC"

Jason P. Yell

Nicole S. Yobbe
Reach for the stars and make your dreams a reality.

Not Pictured

Adonis Zelaya Flores
Left: Kimmy Rayfield shows one of her many talents while working in the student store.

Left: Colin MacDonald acts like Mr. Cool around Ashley Murphy.

Below: Jordan Folden has learned how to sleep with his eyes open.

Above: Cassie Landis says that we're number one and it shows.

Left: Eli Vinje shows his artistic work through another face.
Right: Seniors are Number one!

Below: Lily Jones and Lexie Hendrickson always find themselves in a revealing position.

Above: Alli McComas has always been ashamed of Adam Blooms' craziness.

Right: Nicole Yobee waves 'hello' to her many fans.

Above Right: Emily Harbury has always been a Straight Shooter.
Left: Michael Picci shows his school spirit as he dresses up for Mexico Day during Homecoming week.

Below: Ian Kinner and Ali McComas work hard in Daley's CWP class.

Above: Anna Dickenson and Brie Key-Darlington warm up for the winter months.

Left: Amy Bauman shows what she is made of during a spirit day.
Right: Nikki Whaley struggles to keep her cool while picking corn for the seniors.

Below: Javed Arnold tries to escape from some crazy senior driving.

Above: Mr. Daley works hard with senior girls building pyramids for Homecoming.

Right: Senior Spirit is always with us.

52 Senior Life
Homecoming 2003

Around the World

Left L to R: Homecoming Royalty 2003: Freshman Lauren Hill, Senior Lexie Hendrickson, Senior Stacy Smith, Senior Alli McComas, Junior Natalie Converse and Freshman Rae Smith.

Below: Senior girls finally hit the big bucks in Las Vegas.

Above: Junior J.T. Stanton did have to fight off some Kodiaks after coronation.

Left: Senior girls of 2004.
Party Time!

Below: Girls try to reason with Red Davies about his '80's music.

Right: Sophomore Alissa Autenreith completed the Coronation cake in no time.

Below: Sophomore DJ McCraken does a great impression of Elvis. Soon to be seen in Las Vegas.

Above: Freshman Cassidy Key-Darlington tries to dodge cameras as he dances the night away.

Right: Our very own French Mafia was seen during Homecoming week.
Cross Country  Football

Kodiak Fall Sports

Soccer  Volleyball
Fall Cheerleaders

Season Rap Up:
The 2003 Fall Cheerleading season flew by. The football team was winning and it was nice to have something to cheer about. The crowds really got into the games and to see Cascade High School show their spirit intensified the excitement of cheerleading.

-Coach Powers

Right: Senior Brie Darlington gets into character at the Halloween Pearbowl.

Below: Cheerleaders in A-C-T-I-O-N!

Above: Senior Jon Vetter shows off his Kodiak Power by holding junior Lexie Darling during a stunt.

Above: Seniors Kelsey Powers, Brie Darlington and Mindy Foust shake things up at a home game.
Left: Buff Senior Stuntmen Brian Stanford, Jessica Blaind, and Jared Arnold boost Kelsey Powers into a stunt.

Left: Mindy Foust poses for the camera, and by the way, who is her dentist?

Below: Kelsey Powers, Lexie Darling, and Mindy Foust are feeling the love.

Above: Senior Jessica West pumps the crowd up by yelling "We are alive!"

Above, Left to Right: Kelsey Powers, Mindy Foust, Brie Darlington, Jessica West, Lexie Darling, and Joleen Oerman.
Cascade Junior Varsity Football

Right: Kodiak Offense awaits their turn to rush out onto the field to save the day.

Below: Coach Schauer reviews plays for the mighty defense to stop the ball.

Above: Kodiak Defense sets up before the big play.

Right: The Cascade JV listens to the pump up speech before the last game of the year.
IV Strives to Improve

Left: Kodiak JV defense tears through the tough line to stop the play.

Below: Cascade's mighty offense walks out onto the field, fearlessly looking forward to the next play.

Middle Row: Sten Koos, Ty Daugherty, Cassidy Darlington, Colton Davenport, Tracy Grunland, Kevan Waters, and Charles Vollath.
Varsity Soccer

Right: Freshman forward Gwenna Carrie creates a wall pass with Senior Leslie Hamstreet.

Right: Senior Hanna Flett completes a throw-in with perfect aim.

Far Right: Junior defender Katie Valentine blocks another forward attempting a goal.

Scoreboard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Us</th>
<th>Them</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>2 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberty</td>
<td>0 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Valley</td>
<td>0 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornell</td>
<td>0 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quincy</td>
<td>5 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelan</td>
<td>4 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ephrata</td>
<td>0 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naches</td>
<td>0 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omak</td>
<td>3 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cashmere</td>
<td>0 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quincy</td>
<td>5 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelan</td>
<td>7 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ephrata</td>
<td>0 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omak</td>
<td>6 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cashmere</td>
<td>0 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Valley</td>
<td>0 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Othello</td>
<td>4 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ephrata</td>
<td>0 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Far Left: Sophomore forward Elise Head works the ball for nothing but not.

Left: The Guls come together to show their team spirit.

Below: Imelda Canales, Caitlyn Evans and Leslie Hamstreet all gather to support their team.

Above: Junior defender Heather Kranz steals and sends for her team.

Left: Junior midfielder Kelsey Davis speeds her way up the field to put another one in the goal.
Right: Coach Fritz lays out the next play as the girls get ready to attack.

Below Right: Junior forward Kim McDaniels has nothing but the back of the net intended for that ball.

Below: Sophomore defender Carol Glassner sends the ball up for her team to score again.

Top Row L to R: Denali Tester, Courtney Steffy, Carol Glassner, Lucy Rosario, Elsa Wagner, Sosalie Detzer, Andrea Wimberly, Melissa Allen, Carrena Casper, Kimberly Mc Daniels, Dahlia Avila, Coach Fritz. Bottom Row L to R: Coach Rosario, Pauline Anaya, Alex Weichert, Marie Cormwell, Cassen Couchee, Emily Praye, Aliza Autenreith, Jessica Langis, La Kordiani and Lauren Hills.
Volleyball

Far Left: Juniors Lauren Martin and Molly Boscow jump high with big hands to block a hit from the Connel Eagles.

Left: Junior Cassie Meckley puts down a kill as teammates cover the block.

Below: Before a game, the players cheer “Down Hut” to prepare for the win.

Bottom Left: Team poses after winning in three against Connel in the first district playoff game.


odiaks,Kodiaks, 10 FIGHT VIN!

Top Row, L to R: Molly Boscow, Cassie Meckley, Jennifer Piper, Natalie Converse, and Bernice Guzman. Middle Row L to R: Amy Baumann, Lauren Dennis, and Kimmy Rayfield. Bottom Row L to R: Sarah Howe, Coach McMahon, and Lauren Martin.
Junior Varsity

Right: The girls cheer at a home game after taking control of the match.

Bottom Right: Coach Dillion shares some words of wisdom during a timeout.

Below: Sophomore Audrie Kelley serves up an ace for an additional point.

Volleyball C - Team

Left: Team comes together for a cheer before they step on the court to show what they got.

Left: The girls get pumped up before a match starts with some 'high fives'.

Below: Carissa Stone serves it up to gain a point for the Kodiaks.

Cross Country

Right: Senior runner Kristjan Schweizer pushes towards the finish.

Below Right: Some of the guys play in the river after a practice.

Below: The cross country team cools off in the river.

The 2003 Cross Country season ended with success. After a great season four runners qualified for the state meet in Pasco. All four of the runners also place in the top 25. Sophomore Whitney Esparza finished off a great season with a 9th place finish. Freshman Seneca McMahon stunned everyone by placing 14th.

Senior Spencer Bosket led the boys through the season on his way to 19th place at state. Sophomore Aaron Barnhill also placed 22nd at state.

Right: The girls strike a pose just before a meet.
**Far Left:** Kendra Helseth keeps on charging towards the finish.

**Left:** Senaca McMahon keeps a steady pace during a race.

**Below:** Whitney Esparza passes two girls to take the lead.

---

**Above L to R:** Crystal Chick, Seneca McMahon, Whitney Esparza, Kendra Helseth, Anastasia Chechel, and Coach Rosenau.
Boy's X-Country

Far Right: Sophomore Aaron Barnhill makes his opponents struggle to keep up.

Right: Junior Nic Ruff cruises at the Quincy meet.

Below Right: Senior Spencer Bosket leaves the pack behind on his way to a win.

Below: A few senior guys strike a pose at the river.

Above Bottom Row L to R: Clayton Francis, Nathan Canas, Jordan Burkland, Corey Nunn, Nic Ruff, J.T. Stanton, Aaron Barnhill, Moe Williams, and Coach Rosenau.

Top Row L to R: Kristjan Schweitzer, Paul Bibbee, Spencer Bosket, Stephen Smith, Alex Martin, and Justin Cheveny.

Above: Senior Stephen Smith leads the pack of runners with Senior teammate Kristjan Schweitzer following close behind.
Wrestling

Cheerleading

CASCA DE

WINTER SPORTS

CASCADI KODI AKS

Girls Basketball

Boys Basketball
Winter Cheerleading

Right: The girls try to get the crowd pumped up during the last home game.

Below: Senior John Vetter and Junior D.J. Stanton decided to help out the cheerleaders during a cheer.

Above: Seniors Whitney Coffin and Lauren Dennis perform one of their routines for the crowd.

Right: Briie Key Darlington has trust in the support from her friends and our local Kodiak Bear.
Left: Seniors Whitney Coffin and Lauren Dennis pump up the crowd with loads of school spirit, Kodiak Pride!

Below: Seniors Bri Darlington and Niki Whaley "get a little bit rowdy."

Far Left: Senior Lauren Dennis gets fans on their feet as she cheers "down, down, down the court."

Below: Senior Whitney Coffin flashes her pearly whites while dancing to the fight song.

Above: Junior Suzanne Noack fires up the stands with her hot moves and spirit.

Left: Top L to R: Suzanne Noack, Tamara McKean, Whitney Coffin, Niki Whaley. Bottom: Lauren Dennis.
Boys Varsity Basketball

Right: Junior Aaron Murphy passes off the ball to run up court and score.

Below: Senior Jared Arnold shows what the "Big Red" is all about.

Above, Left to Right: Michael Davlington, Matt Simon, CJ Garza, Stacy Smith, Coach Chip West, Jared Arnold, Chris Wagner, JD Kitt, and Chris Betz
Boys IV

Above: Sophomore Javed Smith looks for a hole to drive.

Left: Senior Stacy Smith fights to come down with another rebound for Cascade.

Top Row L to R: Brady Stover, Tyler Meuwet, Todd MacDonald, Coach McMahon, Rand Stevens, Cassidy Darlington, Daniel Karp.
Wrestling

Do you have a licence to carry those guns?

Right: Seriously? Would you actually consider going against Alex Martin?

Above: A “Superman” for a super match.

Right: Ty Daughey is ready for anything they give him.

Right: Any attempt to stop Nick Ruff is just a waist of time.
Left: Enough playing around, Stephen Smith takes his opponent down in no time.

Left: Ramiro Alvarez accepts no mercy.

Far leftbelow: It's a no-win situation when going against Alex Martin.

Below: Jason Escobedo puts opponents in a tight spot.

State Qualifiers
Stephen Smith
Tyrel Sandelin
Clinton Meacham
Alex Martin
Nick Ruff

Placers
Stephen Smith 5th
Clinton Meacham 7th

Right: Senior Stephen Smith, playfully toys with his opponent.

Below Right: Senior Clinton Meacham plows over an unworthy opponent.

Right: Freshman Ty Daughtery doing what he does best—taking out his opponents.

Right: Senior Clinton Meacham gets the better end of the situation.
Cascade Clubs

Honor Society  Publications  FBLA
Fall Production  Jets  FFA
FFA  Speech
Equestrian  Outdoor Bible  Spirit

ASB  Lettermans  Math
Knowledge Bowls  Mecha
Science Bowl  Library
Natural Helpers  Envirotthon
Select Choir


Concert Choir
Jazz Band


Concert Band
Fall Production


Library Club

Math Club

Top Row: Mrs. Johnson Bottom Row L to R: Nicole Yobbi, Kimberly McDaniels, Kathryn Borg, Carly Dingman.

Equestrian Club


Letterman's Club


Honor Society

Top Row L to R: Tyler Meuvet, Brett Newell, Jared Daugherty, JT Stanton, Emily McCoy, Cassie Markby, Lacey Offutt. Middle Row L to R: Stacy Smith, Molly Boscow, Ali McComas, Caitlyn Evans, Tasha Tawer, Julianna Simon, Lauren Martin, Lauren Dennis. Bottom Row L to R: Mr. Simonson, Kendra Helseth, Caitlin McComas, Rita Alway, Imelda Canales, Jessie Fishburn, Kelly Orteg, Renata Ruman.

88 FBLA/Honor Society

**Debate Team**


**Naturals**

Jets


Mecha

Top Row L to R: Emerson Peek, Polina Tyler, Tasha Tarver, Paul Lopez, Maria Marvillia Middle Row L to R: Harvey Estrada, Rosaria Hurtado, Nancey Bazan, Alma Melendrez, Leticia Sanchez, Refugio Rodriguez. Bottom Row L to R: Alma Sanchez, Lupe Pacheco, Clara Rodriguez, Velma Guerrero, Maria Sandoval, Miriam Herrera, Guadalupe Sanchez.
Twelve Year Seniors

Look Familiar?
**Kasi,**
We are excited to see what God has planned for you. His way is the best way.

We love you,
Mom and Dad

Ecclesiastes 12:1
Proverbs 3:5-6

---

**Lexie Lane,**
We are proud of the person you have become. You have brought joy into our lives from the first day of school to the very last.

All of our love,
Mom, Dad,
and Spencer

---

**Brian,**
Don’t ever change, be who you are and do what you love. We love you!
Mom and Dad

PS. Clean your room!

---

**Jessica Elise Bland,**
From tutus, to formals, to athletic uniforms, to blue jeans... We are so proud of you and love you very much... Dad, Mom and Erica

---

I do not ask to walk smooth paths
Nor bear an easy load.
I pray for strength and fortitude
To climb the rock-strewn road.
Give me such courage I can scale
The hardest peaks alone.
And transform every stumbling block
Into a stepping stone.
Amy,

You have been such a joy! We are so proud of you and love you so very much. It seems like only yesterday you were our tiny ballerina writing songs in the back seat on every car trip and now you're all grown up. As you head towards college and the rest of your life, remember someone once said, "Those who achieve success are those who take a dream and make it come true" go out there and make every dream come true.

Congradulations, we love you.
Mom, Dad and Mitchell
Courtney and Paul
Grandpa Butch and
Grandma Maudie
Grandma Nan and
Great Grandpa Billie

Paul Curtis Bibbee
aka, “Sweetie”
We are so proud of you! As you move onto this next phase of life, treat it as you would a track meet and success will follow.
1. Never look back
2. Keep your eyes focused on your goal
3. Remember where your strength comes from.
Philippians 4:13
We love you always, Mom, Thad, Tye and Madelyn

Hayley May,
“Practice random acts of kindness and senseless acts of beauty!”
We were truly blessed the day you were born and we love you very much!
Dad, Mom and Megan

To our beautiful daughter Whitney,
We are so proud of you.
“Aloha lae Oe, Sunga.”
‘Keep your feet on the ground but keep reaching for the stars.’
Love, Mom and Dad

Allison Paige
You have been a delight to watch grow into the beautiful woman you are now. The way you live life to the fullest will be greatly missed by us when you move out into the world. You are special and we love you forever.
- Proudly, Dad and Mom
Remember When?

Right: Sara Smart still has that "Lost in Space" look.

Below: Colin MacDonald, the next Buddha.

Right: Jason Yell and John Henley on their way to the water slides in fifth grade.

Above: Adam Bloom, still one of the tallest in our class.

Right: Jessica Bland and Niki Whaley showin' off the hot stuff freshman year.
BLACKBIRD LODGE

Complimentary Room
Service Breakfast -
Leavenworth's Best View
Fireplaces - Private
View Decks - Spa Area -
Meeting Facility

Blackbird Lodge
In the heart of
the Village On
Water Front Park

1-800-446-0240

305 8th Street
Leavenworth, WA

VALLEY SAW & CYCLE
Your complete Service Center

ValleySawShop.com
E-mail: vas@verizon.net
Leavenworth, Washington
Phone 509/548-5881

Linderhof MOTOR INN
690 Hwy 2 Leavenworth, WA 98826
Web Site: http://www.linderhof.com E-Mail: info@linderhof.com
1-800-828-5680 or (509)548-5283

ANGEL HAIR & HEIRLOOMS

Go Kodiaks!
Great Haircuts
Walk-Ins Welcome
215 9th St.
Leavenworth, Wa 98826
(509) 548-0882
Beautiful Porcelain Dolls & Gifts

OLSEN AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR
TIRE SALES & SERVICE
11734 US HIGHWAY 2 #D
LEAVENWORTH, WA 98826
Alex Olsen 509-548-7704
FOREIGN•DOMESTIC•GAS•DIESEL•ALL TIRES
MOBILE TRACTOR TIRE REPAIR
STANDARD • CALCIUM FILLED
Village Pharmacy
Inc.

Kathy Wolf—Owner

(509) 548-7622 • 815 Front St. • Leavenworth, WA 98826

Renaissance Cafe
Early Breakfast
Creative Wraps,
Vegetarian Specialties
&
Gourmet Dinners

Kim Botting
owner
509-548-6725

Leavenworth, WA 98826

Simple Kneads Massage Therapy
Crystal Fritz, LMP
Owner

(509) 548-8081
Located in the Best Western Idles Inn • Room 100

Call: 509-264-3238
Lic #: 006728

CONGRATULATIONS FROM

CLUB WEST FITNESS

Angela's Hair Boutique
208 West St.
Leavenworth, WA 98826
Call for an appointment:
(509) 679-3367

Haircuts  Hair Waving
Colors  Straightening
Perms  Highlight

10421 Titus Road
Leavenworth, WA 98826
(509) 548-4028
Congratulations
Class of 2004!

And good luck to you all in your future endeavors and adventures.

"The little Bank with the big circle of friends"

Serving Leavenworth and North Central Washington

Good Luck Cascade Students!
Thank You Faculty.
**COLD STONE CREAMERY**

900 A Front Street, Leavenworth
548-7500

Original creations and cakes made with our smooth and creamy fresh-made ice cream

Great fundraising opportunities too!

---

**Wayward Moose Bistro**

900 C Front St.
Motteler Building
Leavenworth

548-7555

Espressos, Deli sandwiches
Soup, Pastries, Fresh Roasted Nuts

Live Jazz/Blues Saturdays at 8 pm
Reserve the Moose for your meeting or group

---

**Jerry's Auto Supply**

WENATCHEE - CHELAN - CASHMERE - LEAVENWORTH

604 S. Wenatchee Ave.
Wenatchee, WA 98801

(509) 662-3667
Fax (509) 662-3997

- Cellular One Sales and Service
- Foreign and Domestic Parts
- Performance Parts
- Complete Machine Shop Service

www.jerrysautosupply.com

---

**Rumpelstilzchen Cafe**

GREAT REUBENS

IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC BEERS AND WINES

GERMAN AND AMERICAN FOOD

BREAKFAST & LUNCH - MONDAY - SATURDAY

DINNER FRIDAY & SATURDAY pm.

THEODORE & ELSA MEINIG owners

www.rumpels.com

(509) 648-4663 -1133 HWY 2 SUITE B ---STREET LEVEL

LEAVENWORTH, WA., 98826

---

**Plain Hardware Home & Garden**

Located in the beautiful Plain Valley
18636 Beaver Valley Rd.
(509) 763-3836

Antiques & Collectables Hand-crafted Barnwood Furniture
Rustic Birdhouses & Windchimes
Scented Soaps, Candles & Jewelry
Local Art & Music
Inertubes, Games & Toys

Open Monday - Saturday 8 to 5
Sunday 9 to 3

---

**Cascade Auto Parts**

1320 Hwy. 2, Leavenworth, Washington 98826

(509) 548-7319

SERVICE IS WHAT WE SELL
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Go Kodiaks!

The Leavenworth Safeway, for all your Kodiak needs.
(509) 548 - 5435

Timberwood Construction, Inc.
General Contractors

Custom Homes
Cabinetry & Millwork
Renovations & Additions
CAD Services

Herman Raley & Mike Lowers
ph 509/782-2792
www.timberwoodconst.com
PO Box 625, Cashmere, WA 98815

[ Congratulations! ]
Congratulations Class of 2004 From The Icicle Junction & Cinema

300 U.S. Highway 2
in Leavenworth
509-548-4619

Wells Fargo
The Next Stage

Best Western
Icicle Inn
505 Highway 2
Leavenworth, WA 98826
(509) 548-7000 FAX: (509) 548-7050
Toll Free: 1-800-659-2438
www.icicleinn.com E-mail: karl@icicleinn.com

“Good Home Style Cooking”
Homemade Pies
Daily Specials

HELEN RAYFIELD
Owner

Junction of:
Highway 2 & 97
Peshastin, WA 98847
(509) 548-5012
Junior Miss

Upper Left: The six contestants await the final results.

Below: First runner-up Kendra Helseth flashes a beautiful smile to the audience.

Above: Amanda West shows off her unique talent called "Spanish Webs."

Left: Second runner-up Caitlin Evans presents her heart-filled monologue.

Left: Winner Renata Runann impresses us with her soprano voice while singing "Poor Wandering One."
Left: Cassie Merkley stretches out for the far throw in the shot put.

Right: Sophomore Krystal Chick passes the baton off to fellow sophomore Carol Glassner in the 4x100 meter relay at the Eastmont invite.

Below: Senior Ryan Callahan starts the relay team off strong at the Cascade Invitational.

Far Left: Sophomore Roxanne Rosenau prepares to perform the perfect throw in the shot put.

Above: The track team performs their perfectly uniform and well practiced stretching circle.

Left: Sophomore Whitney Esparza leads a pack of runners in the 1600 meter run.
Below: Sophomore Cassie Meckley leaps to a first place finish in long jump at the home meet.

Below: Freshman prodigy Ty “Dirt” Daugherty finds enough time from running to pose for the camera.

Below: Senior Spencer Bosket sets the pace for the 3200 meter runners in Eastmont.

Left: Junior Jordan Burkland has finally met his match in a battle against Junior Cassie Meckley at the Naches Invite.

Right: Freshman Breitney Cowan springs from the starting blocks to charge ahead of the competition.

Top L to R: Coach Steve Simonson, Ty “Dirt” Daugherty, John Hensley, Jack Dodson, Nathan Ganus, Adam Seton, Jordan Burkland, Ryan Callahan, Brad Telquist, Coach Rob Rosenau
Middle L to R: Coach Leonard Fong, Carol Glassner, Cassie Meckley, Cody Bradley, Daniel Griffin, Tyler Muler, Spencer Bosket, Stephen Smith, Gwanna Carie, Allie Kylonnen, Marnie McMahon
Bottom L to R: Whitney Espazu, Roxanne Rosenau, Erin Nash, Jennifer Piper, Brittany Cowan, Courtney Steffy, April Fowler, Sam Dickinson, Krystal Chick.
Varsity Tennis

Right: Caitlyn Evans poses for the camera during an away match.

Below: Stacy Smith battles his opponent and struggles for his hard earned win.

Above: Kristjan Schwitzer serves the ball to his the opponent and still has time to smile for the camera.

Above: Alyson Peck returns the serve and impresses the scouts.

Above: While setting up for his serve, Aaron Murphy scares the competition with his bulging biceps.

Above: Guy Fritz shows off his amazing serve.

Above: Freshman Eanna Merighi follows through after hitting a backhand.

Above: Seth Burlando eyes the ball as he prepares for a killer forehand.

Above: Freshman Alex Ulmke keeps on her toes while waiting for the ball.

Right: Cassidy Key Darlington stretches for the fastball.

Below: Jason Escobedo bunts the ball for a RBI and a single.

Right: Tyler Straight starts toward the ground ball to gain the out.

Left: The team huddles up after a good inning to talk about the rest of the game.

Below: C.J. Garza watches the ball as it flies to the outfield.


Above: C.J. Garza in position for the incoming ball.
**JV Baseball**

Top L to R: Travis Girard, Steen Bloom, Todd MacDonald, Devin Meloy, Colten Davenport, Mason Clark, Coach Rick Meuret
Bottom L to R: Nick Page, Jose Hurtado, John Foote, Sheldon Douglas, Nick Parson, Darcy Murphy.

*Above:* The team takes time to strategize on the field inbetween innings.

*Right:* Freshman Colten Davenport shows that he's ready before the pitch.

*Far Left:* Sophomore Travis Girard lets loose to hit a home run.

*Left:* Sophomore Devin Meloy awaits his turn to bat in the dugout.

*Above:* Waiting patiently for the ball is junior Mason Clark.
Softball

Below: Kaileen Johnson prepares to crush the ball.

Below: The softball team huddles in the infield during the game.

Right: Senior Carson Couchee keeps her eye on the ball as she prepares to swing.

Below: Junior Laureen Martin charges towards home plate on her way to a run against the opponent.

Above: Starting pitcher Rachel Rice lets loose a fastball in a victory against Cashmere. Rachel is also one of the top pitchers in the league.

In October, the Federal Trade Commission initiates the National Do Not Call Registry to minimize the number of telemarketing calls consumers receive.

President Bush becomes the first U.S. president to visit Iraq when he makes an unannounced Thanksgiving visit with troops stationed there.

The abduction of University of North Dakota student Dru Sjodin, 22, results in the arrest of convicted sex offender Alfonso Rodriguez Jr., 50.

U.S. Forces capture deposed Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein in a "spider hole" at a farm outside his hometown of Tikrit.

The economy shows signs of recovery when the Dow Jones Industrial Average tops 10,000 points for the first time in over 18 months on December 12.

The worst wildfires in California history claim 22 lives, destroy more than 3,400 homes and consume 750,000 acres of land.

A federal appeals court orders the removal of a Ten Commandments monument from the Alabama Supreme Court building, citing violation of the First Amendment.

A fatal Staten Island Ferry crash in New York harbor leaves 10 dead and dozens injured after the pilot loses consciousness and slams into the dock.

NBA star Kobe Bryant of the Los Angeles Lakers is charged with the sexual assault of a 19-year-old Colorado woman.

A federal appeals court orders the removal of a Ten Commandments monument from the Alabama Supreme Court building, citing violation of the First Amendment.
Michael Jackson is arrested on multiple counts of child abuse after an accusation from a 12-year-old boy.

The Center for Disease Control and Prevention declares obesity an American epidemic, with 64 percent of the population overweight.

U.S. Army Pfc. Jessica Lynch, a POW of the war in Iraq, becomes a media sensation after her rescue by U.S. Forces is aired on the news.

Action star Arnold Schwarzenegger replaces Gray Davis as governor of California in a highly publicized recall election.

On August 14, the largest North American blackout occurs when three Ohio line failures leave more than 50 million people in eight states and Canada without power.

Americans rush to receive vaccinations as the country is hit hard by a new strain of the influenza virus.

President Bush signs a controversial bill calling for a $400 billion Medicare overhaul.

Scott Peterson stands trial on murder charges in the slaying of his pregnant wife, Laci, and their unborn son.
A European heat wave in August claims more than 19,000 lives, making it one of the world's deadliest hot-weather disasters.

The World Health Organization reports that severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) infected more than 8,000 people in over 25 countries, killing 700.

An Economic Community of West African States peacekeeping coalition ends 14 years of fighting between Liberian rebels and government forces, sending tyrant Charles Taylor into exile.

On May 1, 43 days after the war in Iraq began, President Bush declares "major combat operations in Iraq have ended." As hundreds of thousands of U.S. and British forces remain to restore peace and deliver aid to Iraq citizens, more soldiers are killed in the months after the war than during it.

Around the world, "flash mobs" — large groups of people recruited by anonymous organizers via the Internet — gather, perform a wild act and quickly disperse.

In a dramatic six-day ordeal, rescue workers save 44 of 46 Russian miners trapped in a water-filled coal mine.

Tens of thousands of Palestinians are cut off from family and livelihoods when Israel builds a concrete barrier beyond the cease-fire line in an effort to curtail Palestinian terrorist activities.

On December 26, a devastating earthquake measuring 6.6 on the Richter scale strikes the Iranian city of Bam, killing more than 41,000 people.
During the summer of 2003, low-risk prison inmates help battle Southern California’s wildfires for only $1 an hour.

At a St. Louis dog shelter, Cain, a one-year-old mutt, survives tranquilization and a trip to the gas chamber and is then adopted by the animal shelter owner.

The world's tallest structure— a 1,776-foot spire— anchors a memorial entitled "Reflecting Absence," which is chosen to fill the World Trade Center site.

Comedian Robin Williams travels to Baghdad to lighten the spirits of U.S. troops as he kicks off a holiday tour of U.S. bases in the Middle East.

Rap mogul P. Diddy runs the New York City Marathon to raise over $2 million for the city's children's charities and public schools.

While aboard the International Space Station, Russian cosmonaut Yuri Malenchenko marries his American girlfriend by video link in the first "space wedding."

Iranian lawyer Shirin Ebadi wins the 2003 Nobel Peace Prize for human rights activism as she fights to improve the status of refugees, women and children in Iran.

Golfer Tom Watson donates his $1 million Charles Schwab Cup winnings to fund research for Lou Gehrig's disease, which has stricken his caddie, Bruce Edwards.
In January 2004, the Mars exploration rover Spirit lands safely and NASA releases the first 3-D images and the sharpest color photos ever taken of the surface of Mars.

Fast-food patrons can now get their food even quicker, thanks to McDonald's introduction of self-service ordering kiosks.

FluMist, America's first intranasal influenza vaccine, provides needle-wary patients with an alternative for the 2003 flu season.

The Food and Drug Administration bans dietary supplements containing ephedra due to health concerns and warns consumers not to take products containing the stimulant.

British Airways and Air France ground the supersonic Concordes after 27 years of service. Despite their speed, the aircraft were uneconomical to operate.

In response to e-mail spam, the Can-Spam Act requires e-mail marketers to clearly label messages as ads and include an Internet-based opt-out feature.

In October, China becomes the third country to travel in space when the world's first successful taikonaut, Yang Liwei, returns to Earth after 21 hours in orbit.

The Food and Drug Administration mandates that nutrition labels disclose the amount of cholesterol-increasing trans-fatty acids.
In June, pet prairie dogs in Wisconsin, Illinois and Indiana infect people with monkeypox after being infected by a giant Gambian rat while in transit.

Federal workers in Washington kill a herd of 449 calves that include the offspring of a Holstein infected with mad cow disease.

North American trees are threatened by Asian longhorned beetles, which allegedly arrived in Chinese wooden packing material.

The strongest solar storms to hit the Earth in 11 years cause northern lights to appear as far south as Texas.

Hurricane Isabel knocks out power to more than 3.5 million people as it wreaks havoc on the nation's eastern seaboard.

In August, Mars' orbit brings it closer to Earth than it has been in 60,000 years.

American scientists discover the deterioration of the atmosphere's ozone layer is slowing. The 1996 worldwide ban on CFC gases is credited for the improvement.

Keiko, star of the Free Willy movies, dies of pneumonia at the age of 27.
Celebrities like FOX's "That '70s Show" star Ashton Kutcher make the "trucker hat" a fashion must-have.

The country goes low-carb diet crazy, with dieters demanding food products and menu items with fewer carbohydrates.

Popularized by music stars like Busta Rhymes and J.Lo, track suits are seen everywhere.

Girls get into breakdancing at events like the Queen B Breakgirl competition in San Diego, the country's biggest female breakin' competition.

With the resurgence of '80s-style rock music, '80s clothing styles make a comeback of their own.

American teenagers take up knitting and form knitting clubs at many schools across the country.

The year's hottest foot fashion is the Australian-made Ugg boot, which stays cool in heat and warm in cold.
The College Entrance Examination Board develops a revision of the SAT that tests for increased vocabulary and writing skills.

The pint-sized MINI Cooper, by Motorwerks, starts a European auto revolution on U.S. streets.

Drivers find a spacious but expensive ride in the General Motors Hummer H2. In response to criticism, GM promises to release a more fuel-efficient version in the future.

To improve lunch and vending machine nutritional values, the U.S. Department of Agriculture issues tougher regulations for American schools.

Avon, the world's largest direct seller of beauty products, introduces mark — a new cosmetic line intended for teens to sell.

Affordable, over-the-counter teeth whitening kits have consumers smiling, as they no longer have to visit the dentist for this cosmetic procedure.

In an effort to thwart counterfeiters, the U.S. Treasury releases a colorful new $20 bill, with a background blend of blue, peach and green.

A new study reveals the Top 10 most dangerous U.S. occupations. Lumberjack tops the list.
Pixar's *Finding Nemo* swims to the top as the highest-grossing animated movie and top-selling DVD of all time in the United States.

- Keira Knightley and Parminder Nagra get a kick out of breaking stereotypes on and off the soccer field in the British comedy *Bend It Like Beckham*.

- The two most anticipated sequels of the year, *Matrix Reloaded* and *Matrix Revolutions* turn out to be major disappointments for fans and critics alike.

- Tobey Maguire rides high in the successful summer flick *Seabiscuit*, nominated for an Academy Award for Best Picture.

- Bill Murray gives a career performance in *Lost in Translation*, from director Sofia Coppola.

- Will Ferrell continues his comedic success in the heartwarming holiday hit *Elf*.

- Heartthrobs Johnny Depp and Orlando Bloom make Disney's *Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of the Black Pearl* a swashbuckling success.

- Frodo and company complete their epic journey in *The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King*, winner of the Golden Globe for Best Picture, Drama.
The pulse-pounding CBS hit "The Amazing Race" wins the inaugural Emmy Award for Best Reality Program.

America bids farewell to the cast of "Friends" after the NBC sitcom's 10th and final season.


Fox uses its tried-and-true teen soap formula to come up with the biggest television hit of the year for teens, "The O.C."

Television

Jessica Simpson, star of MTV's "Newlyweds" with husband Nick Lachey, makes entertainment headlines for mistaking Chicken of the Sea tuna for chicken.

Shows such as TLC's "Trading Spaces" and Bravo's "Queer Eye for the Straight Guy" create a new niche for the home improvement TV genre.


" Alias" star Jennifer Garner earns high viewer ratings for ABC TV and lights up the big screen in 13 Going on 30.
Superstar Beyoncé Knowles stars on the big screen, releases a hit album, *Dangerously in Love*, and wins four *Billboard* Music Awards.

The Neptunes¿ Pharrell Williams and Chad Hugo receive three Grammy nominations as a production duo. Williams gets three more for collaborations with Snoop Dog and Jay-Z.

OutKast¿s game-busting album *Speakerboxxx/The Love Below*, featuring the infectious single "Hey Ya!", wins the Grammy for Album of the Year.

Country music legend Johnny Cash dies at 71, but wins three CMA awards posthumously, including Best Single for his remake of Nine Inch Nails' "Hurt."

The legal battle between the music industry and music downloaders prompts lawsuits and online music purchasing outlets, while driving CD prices to their lowest point in a decade.

According to Nielsen SoundScan, 50 Cent¿s debut, *Get Rich or Die Tryin*, is 2003¿s best-selling album, with 6.5 million copies sold.

Songwriter John Mayer wins a Grammy in 2003 for the album *Room for Squares* and follows it up with *Heavier Things."

Coldplay claims the title of *Spin* magazine¿s Band of the Year, and the band¿s lead singer Chris Martin marries actress Gwyneth Paltrow.
In December, Rolling Stones' legendary lead singer Mick Jagger, 60, is knighted by Prince Charles.

Role-playing games like "Star Wars: Knights of the Old Republic" find mainstream success on consoles.

---

entertainment


Two months after being mauled by a tiger, Roy Horn, half of the famed "Siegfried and Roy" wild animal entertainment act, is released from a Las Vegas hospital.

---

Hugh Jackman of X2: X-Men United showcases his singing ability on Broadway in The Boy from Oz.

---

On CBS's "Late Show" host David Letterman, 56, announces the November birth of his first child, a baby boy.

After the success of his best-selling fantasy novel Eragon: Inheritance, author Christopher Paolini, 19, begins writing the much-anticipated sequel.
Despite several crashes and severe dehydration, Lance Armstrong wins his fifth straight Tour de France by a mere 62 seconds.

Behind the defensive brilliance of goalie Martin Brodeur, the New Jersey Devils win the 2003 NHL Stanley Cup by icing the Anaheim Mighty Ducks 3-0 in game seven.

High school phenomenon LeBron James, 19, is picked first in the 2003 NBA Draft by the Cleveland Cavaliers and enjoys instant success as a pro.

In June, Michelle Wie, 13, becomes the youngest winner of a U.S. Golf Association event when she wins the U.S. Women's Amateur Public Links.

In September, Kenya's Paul Tergat sets the world record in the Berlin Marathon, running the 26.2-mile course in just 2 hours, 4 minutes, 55 seconds.

Led by MVP pitcher Josh Beckett, the Florida Marlins beat the heavily favored New York Yankees 2-0 in game six to win the 100th World Series.

Tennis pro Andy Roddick, 21, also known as Mandy Moore's boyfriend, wins his first grand slam title at the U.S. Open in September.

6-5 computers fail to invite the nation's No. 1 team, USC, to the 2004 championship game. The Rose Bowl champion USC Trojans share the national title with the Sugar Bowl champion LSU Tigers.
The New England Patriots defeat the Carolina Panthers 32-29 with a field goal in the closing seconds to win Super Bowl XXXVIII.

Due to a lack of revenue, the Women's United Soccer Association gets the boot after just three seasons.

Champion surfer Bethany Hamilton, 13, loses her arm in a shark attack. Just 19 weeks later, Hamilton places fifth in her age group at a National Scholastic Surfing Association meet in January 2004.

St. John's University coach John Gagliardi, 77, leads his team to an undefeated NCAA Division III Football National Championship while also setting the NCAA Football record for coaching victories with 414.

Death-defying tricks and thrills bring the extreme sports craze to new heights at the January 2004 ESPN Winter X Games VIII in Aspen, Colorado.

Matt Kenseth claims the NASCAR Winston Cup Series championship, after leading the standings through a record 33 races.

Freddy Adu, 14, becomes the youngest American pro team athlete in over 100 years when he signs with D.C. United of Major League Soccer.

League MVP Tim Duncan and David Robinson — in his final game — lead the San Antonio Spurs to the 2003 NBA title with a 4-2 series win over the New Jersey Nets.
In October, Mother Teresa of Calcutta is beatified by Pope John Paul II in Vatican City. This marks the final step before sainthood in the Roman Catholic Church.

America loses three entertainment icons with the deaths of comedian Bob Hope, actress Katharine Hepburn and actor Gregory Peck.

In his first of a number of trials in several states, a Virginia jury sentences D.C. area sniper Lee Boyd Malvo, 18, to life without parole.

The Pentagon releases decks of 55 cards to U.S. soldiers that feature the most-wanted Iraqi leaders. Dictator Saddam Hussein is the Ace of Spades.

After being abducted for nine months, Elizabeth Smart is rescued and returns home in March 2003. Her story is made into a TV movie that airs later in the fall.

Teen star Hilary Duff tops off her successful movie debut, The Lizzie McGuire Movie, with a hit pop album, Metamorphosis, and a nationwide tour.

After winning 64 career titles, including 14 grand slam events, and a record six years ranked No. 1, tennis great Pete Sampras retires at the U.S. Open in August.
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